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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

APPEARANCE    Clear water
FRAGRANCE   Clean
pH     8.6
FLASH POINT   None
STABILITY   1 year in sealed container
DRYING TIME   35-45 minutes under normal conditions
TOXICITY    Non-toxic
PACKAGING    55-35-15 Gallon drums
    5 Gallon pails
    Cases of 6/1 Gallon jugs

Product # 205
DESCRIPTION
QUALITY DRY FOAM SHAMPOO is designed to produce a high, stable foam. It removes the soil by holding dirt in suspension until picked up 
by vacuum method. Leaves carpet with a pleasant fresh air fragrance. Provides maximum cleaning, minimum wetting, high foam level.
Use with rotary or dry foam machines.

USAGE
Specially formulated for commercial use.
LIGHT CARPET CLEANING: 4 to 6 ounces shampoo to one gallon luke warm water .
NORMAL CARPET CLEANING: ½ pint shampoo to one gallon luke warm water.
HEAVILY SOILED CARPET CLEANING: 1   pint     shampoo to one gallon luke warm water.

DIRECTIONS
Dry Vacuum. Apply shampoo solution through tank compartment   of electric   pressure   shampoo machine. Shampoo solution immediately 
works up into a Super Dry Foam, loosens soil, keeps soil suspended, carpet dries fast. Then dry vacuum and brush pile when necessary.
For use with regular single circular brush machine, use same solutions as above. As brush starts rotating solution becomes Dry Foam. Proceed 
from corner using  rotary strokes. Overlap in circular fashion. Don't  shampoo  too long in one spot. 
When dry, use vacuum and brush pile if necessary.
Useful Hints
--Place plastic or cardboard strips under table, chair legs or metal surfaces to avoid rust spots.
--Dry Foam Solution in a plastic squeeze bottle is excellent for use in close corners, along walls and edges. Avoid machine contact. Excellent 
for spot cleaning.
--With single circular brush machines, place a piece of carpeting under brush when not shampooing. This avoids over wetting.
--Do not soak carpet. Avoid walking on carpet until dry.
--Use luke warm water (not hot) for solution.
--Dry Foam solutions should be kept above 70°F. Lower temperature may cloud solution but does not a�ect cleaning qualities. 

SAFETY INFORMATION
CAUTIONS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. HARMFUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED.
Skin and Eye contact: Immediately �ush with water for at least 15 minutes. If irritation persists, seek medical attention. 
Internal: Seek medical attention immediately. DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING.
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